The back reflector of thin-film silicon solar cells often consists of a textured metal surface separated from the silicon layers by a thin dielectric layer (e.g. ZnO). Despite the high reflectivity of the textured ZnO/Ag back reflector, parasitic absorption losses exist in both the ZnO and Ag layers. In order to better understand the origin of the optical losses at the rear side of thin-film silicon solar cells and study the potential of alternative back reflector designs, a new method is introduced. This method is based on the utilization of a highly conductive n-layer and a local electrical contacting scheme allowing the use of nonconductive rear dielectric layers or media. In this contribution, the cell absorption and the quantum efficiency of microcrystalline p-i-n solar cells with ZnO/Ag and SiO 2 /Ag back reflectors as well as with a textured Ag back reflector separated from the n-layer by an air gap of a few micrometers are compared.
Introduction
In conventional thin-film silicon solar cells a textured metal contact (generally made of Ag or Al) is employed as a back reflector [1] . In order to improve the reflection at the rear side of the cells, a thin dielectric conductive layer of low refractive index, such as e.g. ZnO (n ZnO~1 .8), is often inserted between the silicon layers and the metal reflector [1] [2] . Recent studies have explained the beneficial role of the dielectric layer in terms of a reduction of the absorption losses associated with plasmonic excitations in the metal [3] [4] . However, residual absorption losses in the metal and free carrier absorption in ZnO [5] may occur that probably alter the optical properties of the solar cells. An alternative approach to metal reflectors already adopted by the industry consists of applying a white paint or a white lamination foil as a back reflector [6] . In the present study, a method based on the utilization of a highly conductive n-layer and a local electrical contacting scheme is introduced. This method enables the use of non-conductive rear dielectric layers or back reflectors. According to calculations and experiments, plasmonic absorption losses of a metal surface are shifted toward shorter wavelengths (a less critical spectral region for solar cells) as the refractive index n of the embedding medium decreases [3] [4] 7] . Therefore, in this contribution, we have replaced the conventional rear ZnO layer (in contact with Ag) by SiO 2 . In a next step, the dielectric layer has been replaced by an air gap of a few micrometers combined with a textured detached reflector. We present the cell absorption and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the modified thin-film silicon solar cells.
Experimental
The p-i-n microcrystalline silicon (μc-Si:H) thin-film solar cells prepared in this work are deposited on a flat glass substrate coated with a sputtered 800 nm thick ZnO:Al layer doped with 1 wt% Al (referred to as ZnO in the following). The ZnO is etched in a solution of diluted hydrochloric acid (0.5 %) for 50 s in order to texture the initially smooth ZnO surface. The etched substrate is then transferred to a PECVD system for silicon deposition. The μc-Si:H p-and i-layers have a thickness of 20 nm and 1 μm, respectively. Detailed information about the cell preparation can be found elsewhere [8] . In this study, the conventionally used amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) n-doped layer is replaced by a highly conductive μc-Si:H layer with thickness of approximately 20 nm. The reference back reflector consists of a 250 nm thick bulk Ag layer separated from the μc-Si:H layer by an 80 nm thick ZnO layer (Fig. 1 , on the left-hand side). Combined with local Ag contacts separated from each other by a few millimeters, the highly conductive n-layer guarantees a good collection of the photogenerated carriers. Non-conductive dielectric layers such as e.g. SiO 2 ( Fig. 1 , in the middle) or non-conductive dielectric media, such as liquids or air, in association with detached back reflectors (Fig. 1 , on the right-hand side) can thus be employed. The detached reflectors are mechanically pressed against the local Ag contacts. Independent of the back reflector type, a cell area of 1.1 x 1.1 cm 2 is defined by laser scribing. The total absorption of the photovoltaic cells is deduced from the reflection and transmission measurements performed with a spectrometer LAMBDA 950 (from the company Perkin Elmer), equipped with an Ulbricht sphere. The optical measurements as well as the external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements are conducted either on the same cell (for solar cells with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector and solar cells with a detached back reflector) or on co-deposited neighboring cells in order to reduce the error due to thickness inhomogeneity. Several solar cells have been measured in this series. The results presented here are typical results.
Results
In Fig. 2a , we show the cell absorption and the EQE of two solar cells, one with a standard ZnO/Ag back reflector and the other with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector. For wavelengths up to 550 nm, only a small fraction of the light reaches the back side of the cell. Therefore both cells show an identical absorption and EQE in this spectral region. For wavelengths longer than 600 nm, the EQE of the solar cell with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector is higher than the EQE of the cell with a ZnO/Ag back reflector, indicating a better light absorption in the active i-layer. This increase corresponds to an enhancement of the photocurrent of 0.3 mA/cm² (from 22.6 mA/cm² to 22.9 mA/cm²) under AM 1.5 illumination. Despite the increase in EQE, the cell absorption is reduced for the p-i-n cell with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector. This effect probably results from (i) the enhanced reflectance at the rear side of the cell due to reduced absorption losses in the dielectric layer (SiO 2 ) and reduced plasmonic absorption in Ag and/or from (ii) a decrease in the parasitic absorption in the front ZnO, in the p-and nlayers due to a modification of the light trapping properties. In order to further reduce the refractive index n of the dielectric medium separating the n-layer and the Ag back reflector, we prepared a p-i-n solar cell with a detached textured Ag reflector separated from the n-layer by an air gap of a few micrometers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 on the right hand side. After characterization of the cell, SiO 2 /Ag was deposited on the rear side and measurements were performed directly after deposition for comparison. The EQE and the cell absorption are presented in Fig. 2b . The EQE of the cell with air gap is higher between 600 nm and 700 nm, leading to a photocurrent enhancement of around 0.05 mA/cm² (from 22.9 mA/cm² to 22.95 mA/cm²). However, the cell absorption is significantly reduced compared to the cell with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector. In another study realized by our group, μc-Si:H p-i-n solar cells with a detached back reflector separated from the n-layer by different transparent liquids of various refractive indices n were prepared [9] . In this series, the opposite trend was observed. By decreasing n of the rear dielectric medium (from 1.74 to 1), an increase in both the cell absorption and the EQE could be observed. In the present study, the reduction of the cell absorption for the solar cell with air gap is probably due to (i) the larger distance separating the back reflector and the silicon layers and (ii) the fact that the topology of the detached back reflector does not follow the surface texture of the n-layer.
The internal quantum efficiency IQE = EQE/absorption was calculated to (i) evaluate the fraction of light absorbed in the active i-layer against the fraction of light absorbed in the whole solar cell and thus to (ii) estimate the contribution of parasitic absorption losses in the non-active layers of the cell. The IQE of the investigated cells with the three different back reflector types introduced before is shown in Fig. 3 . For wavelengths longer than 600 nm, the IQE of the cell with a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector is significantly higher than the IQE of the cell with a standard ZnO/Ag back reflector, indicating reduced parasitic absorption losses. The IQE of the cell with air as a rear dielectric medium combined with a textured Ag back reflector is further increased for wavelengths longer than 600 nm. The increase in IQE with decreasing n of the rear dielectric layer (or medium) is likely due to (i) the absence of parasitic absorption in SiO 2 (or air) and (ii) reduced plasmonic absorption losses in Ag. (ii) can be explained as follows: According to Fresnel [10] , as n decreases, the effective reflectance at the interface between the n-layer and the rear dielectric layer (or medium) increases. Therefore less light reaches the Ag back reflector. Moreover, as n decreases, the plasmonic absorption losses in Ag are shifted to shorter wavelengths. The increase in IQE may also result from reduced parasitic absorption losses in the front ZnO and in the doped layers due to modified light trapping properties. For the solar cell with an air gap combined with a detached reflector, the large distance (~ 5 μm) between the n-layer and the Ag reflector may also prevent light coupling between the silicon layers and Ag. Since the cell with air gap shows a significantly lower absorption, an advanced light trapping scheme, such as e.g. a retro-reflecting textured cover [11] , combined with the low parasitic absorption, might lead to a very high photocurrent gain.
Conclusions
We present a new method based on a highly conductive n-layer in combination with a local electrical contacting scheme. The method enables the direct comparison of a large variety of back reflectors and dielectric layers on the same solar cell and thus allows a fast and precise study of their impact on the solar cell performance. In this study three different types of back reflectors are introduced, a standard ZnO/Ag back reflector, a SiO 2 /Ag back reflector and a detached textured Ag reflector separated from the n-layer by an air gap. By reducing the refractive index n of the dielectric layer (or medium) from 1.8 to 1.45 and 1, the EQE and the IQE of the solar cell increase in the red and near infrared wavelength region.
